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download area to begin
your.Q: Geode clustered
prefix search in Apache
Geode I try to use the
geode prefix search.

There are examples of
clustered prefix search

with simple storedValue,
but I cannot find

examples for clustered
search with storedValue

with geode clusters
(glossary). Is it possible
to do a clustered search
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with storedValue? A:
Clustered search by

default assumes the leaf
nodes have their own
individual index range

and search splits them to
the correct shards - so
no, it's not possible to

use the standard range of
the index with distributed

queries. As long as the
correct shards are

selected the results will
be distributed across the
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clusters and the final
geode execution can

make sure the range is
correctly joined from one

cluster to the next. Q:
Multiply of matrices with
automatic indexing Is it
possible to run a matrix
multiplication with some

kind of automatic
indexing? I have an array
of matrices, and I would

like to run matrix
multiplication over them.
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This is an example of
what I would like to do: >
x = magic_function[num]
> d = [[x], [y], [z]] > m =
[[a, b, c], [d, e, f], [g, h,
i]] > result = [a*d, a*e,
a*f, b*g, b*h, b*i, c*g,
c*h, c*i, d*e, d*f, d*g,
d*h, d*i, e*g, e*h, e*i,

f*g, f*h, f*i,...]
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